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About me

Hi, my name is Shir Avraham, i’m an Product Design graduate 

from Holon Institute of Technology and Jeweley Design 

from Shenkar College. I was born and raise in Tel Aviv, 

and this is also where I live and craet today.  

I have been creating and constructing since I can remember 

my self- matirials, colors, textures and crafts were always 

big part of my life. 

I had the opportunities to travel and volunteer around the world 

in places such as India, Vietnam, Japan, Latin America and Europe. 

During my travels I was exposed to many traditional handicrafts 

practiced in different cultures and a lot of local art.

My recent studies at HIT that influenced me the most to explore 

my signature and realize that my true passionis to create 

combinations of crafts and industrial process as an 

product designer. 

2017, "ASIA DESIGN PRIZE"  
International product design award , winner.

2017, "World Interiors News Awards" 
International product design competition finalist.

2016, ‘Human Scale’ competition in a collaboration
with HIT, which evantually I sold the design.



The Yemenite Totem

Taking inspiration from the Jewish Yemenite culture, 

which started as a research on local crafts 

(such as Filigree craftsmanship and embroidery in 

unique clothing), and continued with the way of life and 

structure of houses.

Traditionally, the "Faraj" room served as a family room 

where family members spent most of the day living 

and hosting. The prevailing view was to leave the space 

empty of furniture to allow space and openness.    

This distinctive design brings together tradition 

and modern functionality. 

The Yemen Totem is a stackable sitting set made from 

4 stools and a tray.

 



In response to the trend in which people move to 

major cities and exchange big homes with smaller apartments, 

The Yemenite totem had been designed.

The living room space has significantly reduced and 

furniture occupies a lot of space. 

While hosting, the living room requires a larger number 

of seats then every day and there is no reason for that space 

to be occupied by not adjustable furniture.

  

The Yemenite Totem looks like 

a sculpture when assembled, but it’s 

actually made of five separate 

elements. 



Four stools provide a practical 

seating solution for any living space, 

while a tray allows the user to transform 

any stool into a convenient 

side table.



Stacking of the stools is possible simply by the 

shape of the wooden seat and the base ring of the stool.

 



Wrapped

'Wrapped' is a collection of storage units that inspire ones curiosity

 and the actions led by it such as a glimpse. 

The desire to expose a bit of the content and give a new user  

experience by the action.

The collection is made from a metal frame and silicone cords  

wrapped around it, which create the mixture of industrial process  

and handcraft.  

Due to these simple methods, high customizability of color and 

size are enabled and the uniqueness of each unit is achievable.  

One can reach with his hand to get stuff in and out of the unit easily,

 thanks to the silicone cords flexibility.



The whole "storing action" becomes much more 
intuitive, fast and fun. 

The glimpse attribute takes charge 
because of the multiple silicone wires, 
that creates semi-transparency effect to the unit. 



The storage unit keeps 

changing its visual appearance 

when an object is placed 

inside it. 



New packs are made for all green veggies,

made from recycled paper and paper mache. 

The recycled paper and the paper mache absorbs 

moisture which helps the veggies to have a 

longer shelf life.

.

FRESH pack



Basil Pack

Can hold water and should be placed on 

the kitchen counter to keep it 

in the best condition.

Herbs Pack 

Entirely made from absorbing paper mache to 

absorb excessive fluids and make herbs

 fresher for longer.

Scallion Pack

Helps scallions remain straight and tall to avoid 

breakdown of stems.



A combination of a Toy Car with a Whiteboard.

The Toy Car encourages drawing with playing.

The main goal of this design process was to create a new toy that 

encourages kids to use their imagination along with playing.

PISCA markers works best and are cleaned easily to make the 

board clean and ready for another play

Toy Car



A 5 piece collection that inspired by 3 main shapes:

Line, Circle, and Square. 

This collection combines synthetic and organic materials

along with handmade work at the industrial process.

Shower Set



COMB 

Made from White Oak (CNC technology) 

and plastic Injection.

SOAP

A handmade special face soap with 

Lavender and Vanilla essential oils.

SOAP STAND

Made from White Oak (CNC technology) 

and plastic Injection.

FACE TOWEL GLOVE 

Made from soft cotton and polyester strip.

CARPET

As an add-on to any towel - Made from White Oak 

(CNC technology).

The goal of this carpet was to fix any towel that drops

 on the floor and to give it a new refreshing view.



Made with metal spinning technology, 

the Mini Chiller is best used at dinner times.

It is made of copper because it knows how

to keep low temperatures so the bottle stays cool.

The cork layer absorbs any water drops 

from sliding from creating a wet spot on

your dining table.

The filter is can wrap all kinds of bottles by working 

on both sides.

Wine Chiller



Both of the parts are connected 

by pressure, and are disconnected easily 

from each other for cleaning



Made for the dress you like the most.

The Jewelry Hanger can be hanged in a wardrobe or in

the middle of the living room as a decoration piece. 

It is made from 5 mm brass pipe in bending technique.

Jewelry Hanger






